GLOBAL MIGRATION FILM FESTIVAL

VIENNA - TOP KINO
14 DECEMBER 2016

WALLAH - JE TE JURE

14 December 2016, 7 p.m.
Top Kino, Rahlgasse 1
1060 Vienna

Wallah - Je te jure (60 minutes) tells the stories of men and women travelling along West African migration routes to Italy. Senegal’s rural villages, Niger’s bus stations and ghettos full of traffickers, Italian squares and houses are the backdrops of these courageous trips.

Prior to the movie, we will be showing three short films by Austrian winners of the PLURAL + Youth Film Festival.
INVITATION

IOM is launching a Global Migration Film Festival between 5-18 December 2016, marking IOM’s 65th anniversary and the International Migrants Day.

On this occasion, IOM Austria will screen the film

**Wallah – Je te jure**

on Wednesday, **14 December 2016** at **19:00**
at **Top Kino** (Rahlgasse 1, 1060 Vienna).

Wallah – Je te jure (60 minutes) tells the stories of men and women travelling along West African migration routes to Italy. Senegal’s rural villages, Niger’s bus stations and "ghettos" full of traffickers, Italian squares and houses are the backdrops of these courageous trips.

Prior to the movie, we will show three short films by Austrian winners of the **PLURAL + youth film festival**, which is organized by IOM and UNAOC.

The screening will be followed by a short discussion and a reception with food & drinks.

The festival is an opportunity for the world to celebrate the diversity and unique contributions of migrants to the communities and countries where they live.

The Film Festival is part of the **UN's "Together" global campaign** to promote diversity and inclusion.

The event is held in English & German.

Please note: There is no reserved seating - admission is first come, first served; free tickets are distributed at Top Kino prior to the screening.

**We kindly ask you to register for the event by 11 December 2016 at IOMvienna@iom.int.**

We are looking forward to welcoming you at the event!
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